Enova® DVX All-In-One Presentation Switchers comprise a family of unified audio, video, and control devices that replace the need for numerous individual components and eliminate the integration and reliability challenges that accompany them. These compact devices combine a video switcher with scaling on every output, twisted pair transmitters and receivers, audio switching, built-in professional grade audio processing, and an amplifier into a single chassis. DVX Switchers are ideal for conference rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, and dual room applications where multiple rooms can share a single DVX.

**PRODUCT OVERVIEW**

**AMX ENOVA DVX PRESENTATION SWITCHERS**

**All-in-One Switching Solution from the Best Brands in AV**

Enova® DVX All-In-One Presentation Switchers comprise a family of unified audio, video, and control devices that replace the need for numerous individual components and eliminate the integration and reliability challenges that accompany them. These compact devices combine a video switcher with scaling on every output, twisted pair transmitters and receivers, audio switching, built-in professional grade audio processing, and an amplifier into a single chassis. DVX Switchers are ideal for conference rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, and dual room applications where multiple rooms can share a single DVX.

**MOST EXPERIENCED.** AMX brings over 30 years of experience in video distribution. Customers can depend on our products and the world-class pre- and post-sale support from our global team of industry experts.

**SIMPLICITY & RELIABILITY.** Replaces the need for numerous individual components and equipment, ensuring high reliability and saving on configuring and programming costs.

**PICTURE PERFECT 4K60 4:4:4.** DVX 4K60 switchers support up to full 4K60 without chroma subsampling and support the latest video standards like HDCP 2.2 to realize the full capabilities of HDMI interfaces.

**LEGENDARY HARMAN AUDIO.** Crown DriveCore amplification, audio processing by BSS, and the latest dbx feedback suppression work together to ensure that users enjoy the highest quality audio experience when using DVX 4K60 models.

**EASE OF USE.** To make Enova DVX as simple to manage as possible, these products feature a built-in web-based configuration tool and internal ICSLan network.
How AMX Enova DVX Leads the Industry

With over 30 years of leadership in video distribution, our staff of expert video distribution engineers have the experience to create products you can trust. Our all-in-one architecture also delivers the lowest Total Cost of Ownership in the industry, thanks to ease of support, maintenance and configuration, as well as reduced hardware and cabling costs.
Enova DVX 4K Series

Models in the DVX 4K Series deliver perfect picture quality with support for 4K60 4:4:4 video with HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 over HDMI and DXLink with SmartScale scaling on every output. BSS Audio processing, dbx Advanced Feedback Suppression, a 120 watt Crown DriveCore amplifier, and Dante inputs and outputs provide versatility and legendary HARMAN audio quality. Ease-of-use features include a mobile-friendly HTML5 web interface, automatic binding of DXLink endpoints on the isolated ICSLan network of the NX-Series Integrated Controller, power on every DXLink input and output, and a compact 2U design.

DVX-2265-4K
The AMX Enova® DVX-2265-4K includes a 6x2+1 video switcher with both HDMI and DXLink inputs and outputs and is ideal for small to medium conference rooms, boardrooms and classrooms. It features automatic binding and private network capabilities to DXLink end-points, a mobile-friendly HTML5 web interface, Dante audio inputs and outputs, a NetLinx NX-Series Integrated Controller, SmartScale® scaling on every output, a 120W Crown DriveCore amplifier, BSS audio processing, dbx feedback suppression, and more - all in a single 2U chassis.

DVX-3266-4K
The AMX Enova® DVX-3266-4K features a 8x4+2 video switcher with both HDMI and DXLink inputs and outputs and is perfect for medium to large conference rooms, boardrooms and classrooms. It includes, automatic binding and private network capabilities to DXLink end-points, a mobile-friendly HTML5 web interface, Dante audio inputs and outputs, a NetLinx NX-Series Integrated Controller, SmartScale® scaling on every output, a 120W Crown DriveCore amplifier, BSS audio processing, dbx feedback suppression, and more - all in a single 2U chassis.

Enova DVX HD Series

Models in the DVX HD Series support up to 1920x1200 resolution video with SmartScale scaling on every output, analog and digital video inputs, professional grade audio processing, a built-in amplifier, and a web interface for simple configuration in a compact 3U enclosure.

DVX-2210HD
The DVX-2210HD includes a 4x2+1 video switcher with DVI and HDMI inputs and is suited for smaller conference rooms and classrooms. It integrates a variety of functions including SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, a twisted pair transmitter, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.
DVX-2250HD
The DVX-2250HD is a simple to install solution that includes a 6x3 video switcher with DVI and HDMI inputs and is great for smaller conference rooms and classrooms. It features SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, a twisted pair transmitter, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.

DVX-2255HD
The DVX-2255HD features a 6x3 video switcher with DVI, HDMI, and DXLink inputs and is ideal for smaller conference rooms and classrooms. It features SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, a twisted pair transmitter, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.

DVX-3250HD
The DVX-3250HD integrates a 10x4+2 video switcher with DVI and HDMI inputs and is perfectly suited for medium to large conference rooms, classrooms, and auditoriums. It features SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, twisted pair transmitters, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.

DVX-3255HD
The DVX-3255HD includes a 10x4+2 video switcher with DVI, HDMI, and DXLink inputs and is great for medium to large conference rooms, classrooms, and auditoriums. The compact 3U Switcher integrates a variety of different functionality such as SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, twisted pair transmitters, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.

DVX-3256HD
The DVX-3256HD integrates a 10x4+2 video switcher with DVI, HDMI, and DXLink inputs and is ideal for medium to large conference rooms, classrooms, and auditoriums. It features SmartScale® scaling on every output, analog to digital signal converters, twisted pair transmitters, an amplifier, and built-in professional grade audio processing.